how the truth of soteriology can be written within the strictures of academic theology, with Hegel and Derrida serving as possible models. This chapter, in effect, first adopts (in Transition One) the Hegelian model of science, extending this model from Chapter 4. Interrupted by a meditation on Calvin's use of "experience," the argument next adopts the deconstructive model particular to Derrida (Transition Two), in order to show how an opposed way of writing can present a valid facet of the relation between justification and sanctification. While each model enjoys a limited success, still they remain insufficient to capture the richness of the implied structure of Calvin's soteriology. Rather, Calvin's soteriology demands a third model of the academic text, which receives proper treatment in Chapter 6.
To begin, the Hegelian model is retained from the previous chapter. Ideally, in a Hegelian mode the last phase of the dialectic would introduce the next. But justification was shown to be circular, with justification in Christ forming a circle that interrelates each phase of its dialectic. By virtue of this circularity, justification was seen to possess an objective completeness amenable to the structure of the academic text. Justification is the heart of the Gospel, which is salvation made text. While a living subject was necessary to the Gospel, his saving death provided a closure to his significance; thereby the Gospel text was able to sublate the person of Christ to its objectivity. In this way, the Gospel as text is analogous to Hegel's Logic, which also attains a structural completeness in itself.
Of course, Christianity has usually thought it essential to spread the Gospel. Moreover, the Reformers consistently held, though not always agreeing on the same formula, that more must be said than simply justification in Christ. The authority of tradition, therefore, indicates that the soteriological account must go on. Moreover, pastoral concerns over moral complacency may drive one to say more, and indeed did drive the Reformers to say more. But if the purpose of this academic text is to give a complete account of salvation, such pastoral concerns are arguably irrelevant.
Since the model for "giving an account" has been borrowed provisionally from the Logic, the only way to proceed from the completeness of justification would be to show that something in the preceding account remains incomplete. Thus far, this soteriology has fully accounted for salvation as determined outside of us by God through Christ. If anything is incomplete, it is simply that the account has yet said nothing specific about us, or about human subjectivity aside from Christ. To be sure, faith was implicit in this account, and designated as a real potential owing to God's mercy and the imputation of Christ's righteousness. Yet this faith, oddly enough, had nothing to do with our specific subjectivity. Christ was shown to have taken our place. Faith, then, simply meant that our subjectivity has been objectively suspended with regards to the
